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a b s t r a c t

Using modern high-energy-density facilities it is straightforward to produce radiative shock waves in
which the transfer of energy by radiation controls the hydrodynamic structure of the system. Some of
these experiments use shock tubes. This paper discusses such experiments, with an emphasis on the
simple physical relations that determine the primary features of such shocks and on the details and
impact of radiative energy transfer in such systems. Notable aspects include the creation of high-density
shocked layers, the flow of radiative energy toward regions of higher energy density, and the creation of
secondary shocks by ablation of the tube walls ahead of the primary shock front. Simulations of one such
experimental system are also shown.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Radiative shocks abound in the universe, being present when-
ever shocked matter becomes hot enough that radiative energy
transfer changes the structure of the shock. The shock wave that
causes a star to explode following core-collapse is radiative, both as
it propagates through and as it emerges from the star [1,2]. The
ejecta from supernovae can itself develop into a radiative shock
[4,5] and also can drive radiative shocks into dense matter [3,4].
Aging supernova remnants eventually enter a radiative phase [6].
Clumps of material propagating up astrophysical jets alsomay drive
radiative shocks [7]. All these shock waves are said to propagate
into unshocked, “upstream” matter and to produce shocked,
“downstream”matter. The radiation heats thematerial ahead of the
increase in density produced by the shock wave, creating a region
described as a “radiative precursor”.

With the advent of experimental facilities that produce high-
energy-density conditions, laboratory studies of radiative shocks
have become an active area of research. Many of these experiments
All rights reserved.
[8e30] have used an energy source to launch a non-radiative
plasma piston that drives a radiative shock wave in a gas or a foam
whose density is � 1 g=cm3. Such shock waves can be produced in
shock tubes, where the intent is to limit the lateral expansion of the
shocked material and thus to sustain the shock strength. Our focus
here will be on shock waves in shock tubes under conditions that
allow observation of the shocked matter. Some other laboratory
radiative shocks are produced when a plasma expanding from
a surface drives a radiative shock [31e34]. In yet other cases, local
deposition of energy produces shock waves that exhibit radiative
effects [35e38].

Theoretical studies of radiative shocks date to the 1950s [39,40],
and have developed further in parallel with increasing computa-
tional capability. Various regimes of radiative shocks have been
identified [16,41], depending on how readily the radiation escapes
the shocked material and on the ratio of radiation pressure to
material pressure. Most theoretical research [42e52] has addressed
the evolution of steady shock waves under “optically thick”
conditions, in which the extent of the system is many mean free
paths for the thermal radiation so that the radiation is deeply
trapped in the material. Some theoretical research has addressed
the behavior of shock waves under “optically thin” conditions, in
which the radiation readily escapes from the shocked matter
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Fig. 2. Details of the interior portion of a standard radiative shock target. The layer of
gold exists to retard the progress of the laser-driven shock at radii outside the shock
tube. Nominal dimensions are given in mm.
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[53e56]. Recent theoretical work [57] has also addressed the
experimentally more relevant case in which the shocked matter is
optically thick while the unshocked matter is optically thin.

In the following, Section 2 discusses the fundamental, “back of
the envelope” description of this type of radiative shock in a specific
configuration that we have studied extensively. Section 3 then
discusses the axial structure of these shocks showing that their
final compressed density is determined fundamentally by energy
balance. Next, Section 4 discusses the radiation transfer within
these shocks. The hot, optically thin layer they produce creates
unusual features in both the density structure and the transfer of
radiation. Following this, Section 5 discusses the effects of the
radiation from the hot, shocked matter on the shock-tube walls
ahead of the shock front. This interaction produces a complex flow
whose features may be used to diagnose some of the properties of
the system. Section 6 summarizes our work to simulate the
behavior of such shocks and shows results of such simulations. We
will not discuss here our related work to evaluate the predictive
capability of the simulation code in the context of these radiative
shocks [58,59]. Following this, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Fundamental elements of driven radiative shocks

Fig. 1 shows photographs of two laser targets used in our
laboratory studies of radiative shocks. These targets are assembled
at the University of Michigan, where precision machining tech-
niques are used to assure correct target orientation [60]. This has
proven essential to obtain shocked layers that are not significantly
tilted with respect to the shock tube. The two targets shown in the
figure have the same inner details and produce nearly identical
radiative shocks; the differences in target structure relate to the
diagnostics used for specific experiments. Here we discuss the
inner details and resulting properties of one specific case of such
a target. Fig. 2 shows the essential details of our standard targets.
We have used similar targets for an extensive sequence of experi-
mental campaigns [12,16,19,22,23,26,28e30].

Ten laser beams from the Omega laser facility [62] irradiate
a 20 mm thick Be disk with 0.35 mm-wavelength light, whose
“critical density” of free electrons, below which the light is
Fig. 1. Laser targets used to produce radiative shocks. In the target on the left, one can
see the Be disk. Here the lasers would enter from above. Some components are labeled.
Other lasers strike the x-ray foil to produce x-rays for a diagnostic; the wire provides it
with a spatial fiducial. To irradiate the target on the right, the laser beams enter the
conical acrylic shield, from the upper left. The shock tube in the target on the right is
the small object extending toward the lower right. Fiducial grids are attached to it. The
wedges of gold attached to the acrylic cone protect the ungated imaging diagnostic
[61] from emissions from the laser-produced plasma.
absorbed, is 8.9 � 1021 cm�3. The duration of the (flat-topped) laser
pulse is 1 ns, with 4 kJ of energy on an w800 mm diameter spot, so
that the irradiance is w7 � 1014 W/cm2 ¼ w7 � 1021 ergs/s/cm2.
Most of the energy is absorbed, so the absorbed energy fluence in
1 ns is w7 � 1012 ergs/cm2. Some of the absorbed laser energy is
transported by electron heat conduction to high density, where it
ablates the dense material. The corresponding pressure of
w50 Mbars, which is w5 � 1013 dynes cm�2, first drives a shock
wave through the Be disk for w500 ps and then accelerates the
shocked material for the remainder of the laser pulse.

The purpose of shocking and then accelerating the Be is to
produce a high-velocity piston that will drive a shock wave down
the Xe tube. The “hydrodynamic efficiency” of the conversion from
laser energy to kinetic energy is around 10%, giving a kinetic energy
fluence of 7 � 1011 ergs/cm2. In round numbers, the energy is
absorbed below critical density, half of it goes up to solid density
where the ablation occurs, removing about 20% of the target mass,
corresponding to a 20% rocket efficiency for the energy reaching
that density. The implied kinetic energy fluence of w7 � 1011 ergs/
cm2 is carried by what was initially about 16 mmof Be at 1.8 g/cm�3,
giving an areal mass density of w3 � 10�3 g/cm2 a thus an initial
velocity of vw 2� 107 cm/s (200 km/s). Simulations and long-term
observations suggest that the average velocity of the Be plasma is
never quite this high, but that the leading edge of the expanding Be
plasma can cause the shock to reachw200 km/s for a brief period of
time. The average shock velocity over 26 ns is observed to remain
above 100 km/s.

The “piston”of Beplasmadrives a strong-shockwave through the
Xe. One can infer from basic strong-shock relations [63] some of the
properties of the shocked Xe. The initial xenon gas density is
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r ¼ 0.0065 g/cc, so the post-shock Xe pressure is
wrv2w2�1012dynes/cm2¼2Mbars. The initial shockheatinggoes
into the ions, so the initial ion temperature is kBTiiw0:1Ampv

2, with
atomic mass A¼ 131 and proton massmp, with Boltzmann constant
kB ¼ 1.6 � 10�12 ergs/eV, so Tii w 2 keV. The factor of 0.1 is approx-
imate and depends in detail upon the ionization and effective pol-
ytropic index. Fig. 3 shows an example of the shock structure
observed at 26 ns; it can provide a geometric reference for the
following discussion.

The dynamics near the shock front and the ionization are
complex. The density jump at the shock front occurs on a spatial
scale of less than 10 ioneion mean free paths. This corresponds to
a w0.1 femtosecond timescale. The energy exchange between
electrons and ions is a few times slower than this, and the energy
from each ion is shared with Z electrons, where Z is the average
ionization. One can estimate the resulting electron temperature, Tes,
and Z using the Saha equation [63], assuming that radiative losses
are unimportant on this timescale. This is an oversimplification:
radiative lossesmatter but are not dominant [23]. One canwrite the
resulting equation for Z as

Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBTe
EH

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln

"
1
ne

1
4a3o

�
kBTe
pEH

�3=2
#vuut � 1

2
; (1)

in which ne is the electron density, ao ¼ 5.29 � 10�9 cm is the Bohr
radius, EH is the ionization potential of hydrogen, and one has
assumed equal statistical weights of adjacent ionization states. For
the present problem, one has Te ¼ Tes ¼ Tii=ðZ þ 1Þ and ne ¼ niZ,
where the ion density is ni, from which one has

Z ¼ 19:7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tii

ðZ þ 1Þ

"
1þ 0:19ln

 
1024T3=2ii

ðZ þ 1Þ3=2Zni

!#vuut � 1
2
; (2)

with Tii in keV and ni in units of cm�3. Such amodel, with Tii¼ 2 keV
and ni ¼ 2 � 1020 cm�3, gives Z ¼ 10.3 and Tes ¼ 180 eV.

However, energy balance implies that this cannot be the final
state. The energy flux available to create the radiative and material
energy fluxes produced by the shock is the incoming kinetic energy
flux seen from the shock frame (a frame of reference in which the
shock is stationary). This energy source is wrv3/2, which is
Fig. 3. Radiographic image of one of our base radiative shocks at 26 ns. The shock is
moving from left to right within the shock tube, whose walls are expanding behind the
shock. Above and below the shock tube, respectively, are structures for intensity
calibration and spatial calibration. The radiograph was obtained using Hea emission
from a backlit-pinhole V source [28].
w3 � 1019 ergs/cm2/s for the present case. If the final state of the
shocked material, which rapidly becomes optically thick, were to
emit radiation at a 180 eV temperature, then sT4

esw1021 ergs=cm2=s,
about 30 times larger than the incoming kinetic energy flux. Here
the Stefan Boltzmann constant s is w105 W/cm2/eV4 ¼ 1012 ergs/
cm2/s/eV4. The implication is that theactual radiationemissionmust
bemuch less than sT4es for this initial value of Tes Instead, theremust
be an optically thin cooling layer (of optical depth s) through which
the temperature declines to a final value Tf. The emission from this
cooling layer is thenwssT4es in the upstream direction.

In the absence of any radiation that escapes from the shocked
material downstream of the cooling layer and of any final down-
stream flux of material energy, one would have 2ssT4

es ¼ rv3=2,
where the factor of 2 is because the cooling layer emits equally in
both directions. This would give swð1=2Þ�ð1=30Þ based on the
previous paragraph. In fact s is smaller than this because there is
radiation that escapes from by the downstream shocked matter,
and there is some final downstream flux of material energy. In the
limit that the shocked material can be taken to be semi-infinite,
there must be no net radiation flux within the downstream mate-
rial, so the downstream radiation flux from the cooling layer must
equal the upstream flux from the final state. This implies
ssT4

es ¼ sT4
f . Because the cooling layer radiates equally in both

directions, and the radiation from the final state flows nearly
unimpeded through it, the radiation leaving the shocked matter in
the upstream direction is approximately ssT4

es þ sT4f ¼ 2sT4
f .

Assuming that the downstream material energy flux is negligible
one can estimate the final temperature by setting
2sT4f ¼ rv3=2w3�1019 ergs=cm2=s. This implies with the above
Tfw 60 eV. The case of a semi-infinite downstream region is treated
in detail by McClarren et al. [57], who confirm the results of the
simple analysis just given.

For the specific case here, based on the Rosseland mean opacity,
the mean free path of the radiation in the shocked Xe is several mm
and the final Xe density is w25 times the initial density, so that as
the shock wave travels a few mm the optical depth of the shocked
Xe layer reaches tens. Radiation hydrodynamic simulations in 1D
suggest that about 50% of the incident energy flux is radiated back
upstream, about 20% of it is radiated downstream from the
downstream boundary of the shocked layer, and about 30% of it is
carried downstream as material energy.

Returning to simple arguments, in the face of the cooling caused
by the radiative energy losses, the density of the shocked Xe must
increase to balance the ram pressure of the incoming flow as seen
in the shock frame. For an initial and final mass density ro and rf,
respectively, this implies rf RTfwrov

2, so that the compression is
rf =ro ¼ v2=ðRTf Þ, where R is the gas constant, given approximately
by R ¼ ðZ þ 1ÞkB=ðAmpÞ. Substituting values from the numbers
given above, one finds a compression of 80. Using a velocity cor-
responding to times of observation, one obtains a compression near
40, which is also consistent with values from 1D simulations. The
compression seen by line-integrated measurements near 13 ns [29]
is nearer to 20; it is unclear at present whether this is because the
shocked layer has been wrinkled by instabilities or because some
other effect limits the compression.

The radiation striking the wall of the shock tube just ahead of
the primary shock corresponds to roughly the irradiance of a 60 eV
blackbody (being w2sT4f over about p sr). This is w1012 W/cm2

(w1019 ergs/s/cm2), which is sufficient to ionize the wall material
and produce a plasma expansion from the wall. This plasma
expansion in turn drives a “wall shock” into the Xe, as is discussed
further below in Section 5. These wall shocks in turn interact with
the primary shock, and the Xe that first enters a wall shock ends up
moving more slowly than the primary shock, so that it produces
a shell of entrained Xe that trails the primary shock.



Table 1
Energies in radiative shocks on Omega.

Laser Energy 4000 J
Be Kinetic energy 400 J
Shock frame kinetic energy 40 J
Forward radiated energy 20 J
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One can see several of the above elements in the radiographic
image of Fig. 3. The dark regionwithin the shock tube shows where
the shocked Xe is. The primary shock is the vertical boundary,
which has traveled 3.4 mm in 26 ns, corresponding to an average
velocity of 130 km/s. The shell of entrained, shocked Xe is evident;
it produces the limb-darkened features near the shock tube wall
and to the left of the primary shock. Near the shock-tube axis, the
darkest zone corresponds to the accumulated Xe that has been
shocked only by the primary shock. This region is clearly less than
200 mm thick, and thus corresponds to a compression above 17. In
addition, the region of accumulated Xe appears to be clustered near
the tube axis; we comment further on this in Section 6 below. To
the right of the primary shock, the wall shock is clearly visible as
a dark, curved feature extending from the wall to the kink in the
primary shock. The comparatively bright triangle of material
between this kink and the shock tube is expanded plastic material
from the wall; the plastic is more transparent to the diagnostic
x-rays than is the Xe gas.

The final observations we will make in this section concern the
precursor region in the Xe. First consider heating of this region.
Photons at 60 eV have an energy of w10�10 ergs, so the upstream
photon flux is w3 � 1029 photons/cm2/s. The incoming ion flux is
rv=ðAmpÞw1027 ions =cm2=s. The implication is that there are more
than enough photons to ionize and heat the gas before the shock
reaches it. This does not however guarantee that such ionization
will happen. In actual experiments in shock tubes, the photon flux
decays as photons escape laterally, with a spatial scale of order the
shock-tube radius rst. In the specific experiment we have been
discussing, rst is w300 mm. Since only a fraction of a percent of the
photon flux is required to ionize all the incoming atoms, the
requirement is that the photon mean free path must not be much
more than about 100 times rst. In the present case the mean free
path is about a third of rst, so the precursor will be ionized.

Second consider the energy flux carried back through the
density jump in consequence of heating of the precursor region. If
this energy flux were large, then the simple arguments given above
which ignored it would become less accurate. For Z w 10 at
a temperature of 60 eV, the thermal energy flux carried to the shock
front by the inflowing matter is w1027 ions /cm2/s � 11 particles
per ion � 10�10 ergs w1018 ergs/cm2/s. This is a few percent of the
incident kinetic energy flux and upstream radiation flux. This is
why the thermal energy in the precursor can be ignored to a first
approximation. The story regarding radiation emission from the
precursor is more complex. In experiments [15,25] using Xe gas at
densities below 1 mg/cm3, the radiation mean free path in the
precursor is large compared to the scale of the heated precursor
region so emission from the precursor is definitely negligible. In our
experiments discussed here, the 2D simulations below find that the
scale of the decrease of sT4

e in the precursor is w100 mm. This is
determined by radial energy losses; 1D simulations show much
flatter precursor profiles. The radiation mean free path in the
precursor is of the same order, also beingw100 mm. Thus, although
the radiation does escape readily in the region upstream of the
shock front, there is likely to be some “recycling” of the radiative
energy back through the shock front. However, this will remain
small enough to be a secondary effect.

The approximate energies involved here are summarized in
Table 1. The kinetic energy flowing into the shock is overw10 ns at
an average energyfluxofwhalf the early-time value estimate above.

3. Shock structure

We turn now to a more detailed discussion of the axial structure
in the shocked layer. There is an interplay of energy flow by radi-
ative transfer and hydrodynamic evolution of the fluid. Treating the
system as one-dimensional, the shock as a steady shock, and the
material as a polytropic gas with index g, the conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy in the shock frame imply

ru ¼ �rous; (3)

ru2 þ p ¼ �
�
rous

�
uþ p ¼ rou

2
s þ po; and (4)

FR þ
g

g� 1
puþ ru3

2
¼ �rou

3
s

2
� g

g� 1
pous þ FRo; (5)

respectively, in which the shock velocity is us > 0 but the upstream
flow proceeds in the negative direction, mass density is r, the flow
velocity is u, the pressure is p, and the (rightward) radiation energy
flux is FR. We designate any arbitrary point in the flow with no
index, using indices o for the initial state, f for the final state, i for
the state immediately downstream of the density jump, and
otherwise as appropriate. In the third of these equations, the right-
hand side represents the energy flux incident on the shock from
upstream, and based on the arguments from Section 2 we know
that po is small by comparison to the post-shock pressure. However,
po does turn out to affect the final state as is described below. In
addition, herewemake the idealized assumption that the electron-
ion equilibration happens rapidly by comparison to any radiative
cooling, so that the material has only one temperature, T.

We define the normalized pressure as pn ¼ p=ðrou2s Þ, the
normalized specific pressure (proportional to specific thermal
energy) as RTn ¼ RT=u2s , where R is the gas constant (here assumed
to be constant for simplicity) so p ¼ rRT, and the normalized
radiation flux as FRn ¼ 2FR=ðrou3s Þ. Defining the inverse compres-
sion, h ¼ ro/r, Eqs. 3e5 imply that

pn ¼ ð1� hÞ þ pon; (6)

RTn ¼ hð1� hÞ þ ponh; and (7)

FRn � FRon ¼ �1þ 2g
g� 1

ðh� ponð1� hÞÞ � gþ 1
g� 1

h2: (8)

These equations illustrate a remarkable feature of radiative
shocks: the structure of all the parameters is tightly coupled so that
any one of h, pn, RTn and (FRn � FRon) implies all the others. No
matter what the details of the radiation transport may be, they
cannot independently set the temperature and the density in the
system.

The structure of the right-hand side of the energy equation in
this group is of interest, and is shown in Fig. 4 for pon ¼ 0. The
density jump at the shock front moves the system to the left of the
maximum of this curve. In the idealized case of a semi-infinite
downstream region, the local radiation flux FRn approaches zero
and the maximum density of the shocked material corresponds to
the value of h for (FRn � FRon) ¼ �FRon. In this case the density
changes rapidly in the cooling layer (which must be optically thin
as discussed in Section 2) and then soon reaches a final, constant
value in the downstream final state. This idealized case is discussed
in detail in [57].

One can also connect the argument of Section 2 regarding
energy balance to these equations. There is some definite
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connection between the radiative fluxes in the system and the
temperature. The exact form of this connection may vary. For an
optically thick, constant-density downstream region the upstream
radiation flux from this final state must be FRf ¼ sT4

f , connecting
Eqs. 7 and 8. The arguments of Section 2 then still apply, so that the
escaping rightward energy flux is FRo ¼ 2sT4

f . In addition, for
strong radiative shocks the upstream medium tends to heat until
To w Tf so RTf w pon and from Eq. 7 one finds hf w RTf . With this
connection, Eqs. 7 and 8 can then be solved to find

hf ¼ 1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8Q þ 1

p � 1
Q

s
; (9)

where the normalized shock strength is Q ¼ 2su5s =ðroR4Þ, which
for typical experiments is quite large (w105), and hfwð2QÞ�1=4. For
Q w 105 one finds rf w 20ro, which is in the ballpark of other
estimates.

In themore typical case for experiments, the downstream region
is not semi-infinite and the shock is only quasi-steady and is slowly
decelerating. The density still increases rapidly through the cooling
layer, but there are two competingeffects in the downstream region.
First, some radiation escapes the left boundary. This causes FRn to
pass through zero and reach some final negative value FRLn. The
effect of this is to cause the density to increase slowly through the
optically thickdownstreamregionas the system follows the curve in
Fig. 4. Second, the deceleration causes the ram pressure to decrease
with time so that material that has been shocked expands and
decreases in density. Depending on the competition between
deceleration and leftward energy loss, it would not be surprising to
see either a positive or a negative gradient in the density of the
shocked layer of a given experimental system.

Another element of actual experiments is that the shocked
material is not initially optically thick. So long as such material is
optically thin it will continue to cool and to increase in density.
However, once the material becomes optically thick, which will
happen after the shock has propagated w100 mm in the Omega
experiments or w1 mm in experiments such as those of [15] using
lower gas pressures, the final density and temperature will be
determined by the energy balance considerations discussed above.
In consequence, the initial layer of shocked material may reach
a final state that is denser than that of the material that is shocked
later. One sees this effect at times in simulations, but no experiment
yet has had the resolution to look for it.

The result of the dynamics just discussed is that these systems
produce a relatively thin layer of dense material that is deceler-
ating. One might anticipate that such a layer would be subject to
the sort of instabilities described by Vishniac [64] and by Ott [65].
However, the shocked layer in present-day experimental systems is
not so thin that the assumptions of these theories apply. To find
a modified theory that is relevant to shocked, decelerating layers of
finite thickness one must instead consider how the transverse
waves on the shock front couple to the gravity waves on the rear
surface of the shocked layer. This has been undertaken by Doss et al.
[66], who find growing modes under experimental conditions.
These may explain the structure observed in the experimental
shock waves.
4. Radiation transport

It is remarkable that so much of the behavior of these shocks, as
elucidated in Section 3, does not depend upon the details of the
radiation transport. However, the detailed structure of the shocked
material does depend upon the radiation transport, and the radi-
ation transport turns out to have some challenging and interesting
aspects. We discuss these here.

The problem for a complete theory of these shocks is to find
equations that enable a precise determination of FR in the fluid
equations. One evidently cannot use an equilibrium diffusion
model, as the cooling layer is a zone in which the transport is not
diffusive and the radiation and matter are not in equilibrium. To
understand the issues with other models, it is helpful to start with
the radiative transfer equation written here as

1
c
vIR
vt

þ vIR
vs

¼
Z

khðBn � InÞdnþ
Z

snðJn � InÞdn; (10)

inwhich the radiation intensity (energy flux per sr) is IR, the path of
the radiation is describedby s, c is the speedof light, and the integrals
are over all frequencies n. Within the integrals, the subscript n indi-
cates spectral dependence with units as appropriate. The functions
involved are the absorption opacity kn, the scattering opacity sn, the
spectral thermal intensity (the Planck function) Bv, the spectral
radiation intensity Iv, and the mean of the spectral intensity over all
solid angle, Jv. This equation is written in the geometric-optics limit,
which is relevant to radiative shocks, and under the assumption that
the scattering is elastic and isotropic. It canbeviewed fundamentally
as a kinetic equation for the photons. We will ignore the time-
dependent term because the radiation reaches steady state instan-
taneously on the timescales of material motion.

Assuming only isotropic, elastic scattering and steady state, the
zeroth moment over angle of the radiative transfer equation gives

vFR=vz ¼ 4pkPðB� JRÞ (11)

in one dimension, inwhich the thermal intensity is B, JR is the mean
radiation intensity averaged over all solid angle, JR ¼ R

4p
IRdU=ð4pÞ,

with radiation intensity (energy flux per sr) IR, and Planck mean
opacity kP, with units of inverse length and assumed as usual to be
accurate for JR in addition to B. For isotropic radiation, this equation
describes the radiation-matter energy exchange in textbook non-
equilibrium-diffusion models. To close the full set of equations,
however, one still needs anadditional constrainton JR. Averycommon
approach is to use a (single-group or multigroup) diffusion model
based on the steady state, non-relativistic first moment in photon
direction of the radiation transfer equation for isotropic emission,

vpR
vz

¼ �c

c
FR; (12)

in which c is an averaged opacity typically approximated as the Ros-
seland mean opacity, c is the speed of light, and pR is the scalar radi-
ation pressure. A common way to avoid introducing yet another
variableandrequiringyetanotherequation forclosure is towork in the
Eddingtondiffusionapproximation,writingpR ¼ fEER ¼ fEð4=cÞJR, in
which ER is the radiation energy density. Eq. 12 then becomes
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4pfE
vJR
vz

¼ �cFR; (13)
where the Eddington factor fE is assumed to be constant and is 1/3
for an isotropic radiation intensity distribution and 1 for a beamlike
one. Eq. 13, combined with Eq. 11, closes the system of equations.
This provides a sensible approach to finding the structure of any
region that is many optical depths in extent, which assures that the
radiation intensity distribution is nearly isotropic.

However,within the cooling layerof radiative shocks, the angular
distribution of the radiation is distinctly non-isotropic. We give an
example of this for a model system in Fig. 5. The parameters of this
system are that there is a semi-infinite layer to the left of tempera-
ture 1 unit, a hot, thin layer of optical depth 0.1 with temperature 4
units, and a semi-infinite layer to the right of temperature 0.5 units.
The figure shows the angular distribution of the radiation at the
centerof thehot layer for three valuesof the lateral optical depth.We
include the lateral optical depth because this quantity is finite in any
experiment using a shock tube. (However, even in curved shocks
produced at low gas pressure, the effective lateral optical depth will
tend to be larger than 1.) One sees that the radiation is significantly
anisotropic under all the cases shown.More realistic cases relative to
the experiment, having hot layers that are thinner, retain very
anisotropic intensity distributions but have a smaller angular zone
near the vertical axis where there is significant anisotropy.
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Fig. 5. Polar plots showing the angular distribution of radiation intensity at the center
of a hot, optically thin layer between two cooler layers. The lateral optical depth of the
system is (a) 1, (b) 3, and (c) 10. The red portions of these curves, near the vertical axis,
show the range of angles over which the emission is entirely from the shocked layer.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
When one evaluates the moments of the radiation distribution
for systems having this structure, one finds that JR is very nearly
constant throughout the thin layer but is in fact peaked at the
center. In contrast,

pR ¼ 2p
Z1
�1

m2IRdm=c and (14)

FR ¼ 2p
Z1
�1

mIRdm; (15)

change monotonically through the layer, with pR declining from the
hotter edge toward the cooling edge. Note that both pR and FR
underweight the contributions near m¼ 0 by comparison to JR. Since
the gradient of pR always points toward the hotter edge of the layer,
while the gradient of JR reverses sign in themiddle of the layer, there
is necessarily a regionwhere the sign of Eq. 13 is incorrect. In other
words, there is a region where the radiation flows “uphill” toward
regions of higher radiation energy density! In systems having
optically thin hot (or cool) layers, no standard diffusion model will
correctly solve for the detailed structure of the layer. Perhaps the
simplestmodel thatwoulddo sowould be one thatwould allow fE to
have spatial structure and would account for its derivatives. This
conundrum is discussed inmore detail inMcClarren and Drake [67].
Nonetheless, typical diffusionmodelswill correctly solve formost of
the structure in these systems, because it is theoverallflowof energy
that determines this structure and because the magnitude of the
fluxes are fundamentally set by energy conservation according to
the arguments of the previous section.
5. Wall shocks and their effects

We now turn our attention to an aspect of these systems that
involves their large-scale lateral structure produced by radiative
effects. Some fraction of the upstream photon flux, of order
several �1028 photons/cm2/s based on the parameters of Section 2,
strikes the wall of the tube. Simple calculations show that this
energy flux is not sufficient to drive a supersonic ionization front
into the wall, or to heat the material that would be produced by
such an ionization front. The consequence is that an “expansion
heat front” develops, just as in an x-ray-driven inertial fusion
capsule [63], in which the radiation is absorbed over a very small
distance, creating a region of high pressure that drives a shockwave
into the wall while producing a nearly isothermal rarefaction of
material expanding from the wall into the gas.

This ablation of material from the plastic wall drives awall shock
into the Xe gas. This wall shock can be seen clearly in the data
obtained using the most current techniques, such as that of Fig. 3.
The shocked Xe near thewall then interacts with the primary shock
moving down the tube. This is the origin of the “kink” seen in the
primary shock. The properties of the shocks near this kink have
implications for the local sound speed of the flow, as is discussed in
the papers on wall shocks by Doss et al. [26] and Doss et al. [30]. In
addition, the Xe gas that is first shocked by the expanding wall and
then shocked in the region near the kink moves much more slowly
(in the lab frame) than the post-shock flow behind the primary
shock. The entrained flow behind the primary shock that is seen in
the radiographs is attributed to this effect.

The entrained flow state’s speed, direction, and compression can
be predicted Doss et al. [30] by introducing the radiative shock
relations discussed in Section 3 into the classical shock interaction
theory Ben-Dor [68] to describe the radiative shocks in the system.
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Fig. 6 shows graphically the procedure by which the entrained flow
state is obtained. The plot is in the space of shock pressure-
deflection polars, in which one may qualitatively compare the
shape of the non-radiative (usual) wall shock and the (unusual,
concave) radiative shocks. The shock polars describe possible states
of flow passing through (1) the primary radiative shock of the
system and (2) the wall shock and, subsequently, the deflected
radiative shock between the kink and the wall. The pressure and
flow deflections must be equivalent in these two cases, though the
overall speed and other state variables may be different and can
also be found through this method. Accordingly, in Fig. 6, the
entrained flow state is the leftmost intersection of two of the shock
polars. The predictions of this angle using this method match well
with the data.
6. Simulation of driven radiative shocks

Our Center for Radiative Shock Hydrodynamics has been funded
to model these experimental radiative shocks and to assess the
predictive capability of the model. To do this, we have modified the
Eulerian, adaptive BATSRUS numerical simulation code [69e71],
which solves a nonlinear system of conservation laws and has good
parallel scaling. The equations can be written as

vW
vt

þ ðV$GÞT ¼ S; (16)

whereW and S are state and source vectors, while G a flux dyad. For
a given problem, all quantities are normalized with the help of
physical quantities appropriate to the problem. The physical
quantities include time t, position vector r, mass density, bulk flow
velocity, total pressure, and total fluid internal energy density e. For
the work on radiative shocks, we take

W ¼

0
BB@

r
ru

eþ 1
2
ru2

ee

1
CCA; (17)
Fig. 6. Shock polars showing the locus of possible flow states achievable by passing
through shocks in the space of pressure P (relative to upstream pressure) and flow
direction q (relative to axial flow). The polars shown are conditioned on the
measurement (right red marker) of flow immediately downstream of the wall shock
and are used to predict the state of the entrained flow immediately downstream of the
kink leftmost intersection of “radiative shock” and “deflected radiative shock” polars,
with the measurement (left red marker and error bars) of this angle. The data shown
on this plot comes from Omega Shot 52665, calculated with g ¼ 1.55 and a primary
shock speed of 110 km/sec. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
0 ru
ruuþ pI

1

G ¼ BB@u

�
eþ 1

2
ru2 þ p

�
uee

CCA; and (18)

S ¼

0
BB@

0
�Srm

V:ðCeVTeÞ � Sre
Se

1
CCA: (19)

Here ee is the internal energy density of the electron fluid. This
internal energy affects the other hydrodynamic variables only
indirectly through heat or radiation transport. The source vector S
involves the radiation-electron momentum exchange term Srm, the
radiation-electron energy exchange term Sre, and electron heat
conduction. We designate the code run with these specific equa-
tions as CRASH.

In CRASH we treat the radiation implicitly and in steady state,
reflecting the reality that the radiation reaches steady state on
a timescale much faster than that of the hydrodynamic evolution.
Fundamentally, we integrate the radiation transfer equation given
above over some number of frequency photon groups (typically
30), and solve a flux-limited radiation diffusion equation for each
photon group. Then we integrate over the groups to obtain the net
source terms needed by the state equations just given. Specifically,
one finds Sre by integrating the radiation transfer equation over all
solid angle and one finds Srm by taking the first moment of this
equation with direction of propagation. In S the coefficient of
electron heat conduction is Ce. We ignore gravity, as is appropriate
for the present application. Note that as usual in radiation hydro-
dynamics the electrons are assumed to be sufficiently coupled to
the ions that the two species move together on average, although
their temperatures may differ as a result of the differences in
heating and cooling mechanisms for the two species. The electrons
are heated or cooled by compression, heat conduction, radiation,
and collisional energy exchange with ions. The electron heat source
involves the electron pressure pe and ion temperature Ti, and is
given by

Se ¼ �peV$uþ V$ðCeVTeÞ � ðSre � Srm$uÞ þ rkBðTi � TeÞ
Ampsei

;

(20)

where mp is the nucleon mass, A the atomic weight, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and sei is the electroneion energy exchange
timescale.

These equations require equation-of-state (EOS) relationships
between e and p; these also involve Ti and Te and depend upon the
average charge state Z of the ions. To date we have assumed equi-
librium Equation-of-State (EOS) and ionization relations, derived
from standard relations of statistical physics and from atomic data
and accounting for the behavior of electrons as Fermions [72]. We
then can write e ¼ eðp; rÞ, Te ¼ Te(p, p), and Z ¼ Z(p, p). The coeffi-
cients Ce and sei in the source terms, and the pressure, internal
energy, and temperature of the ions are then functions of known
parameters. The approach to material identity involves tracking
a level-set function for each material. Each cell is identified with
only a single material (there are no mixed cells), relying upon
adaptive mesh resolution (AMR) to obtain adequate accuracy in this
aspect. We likewise model the opacities self-consistently, based on
the same statistical models and atomic data. As is discussed in
Sokolov [72], this approach is an optimum one if one intends to
quantify the uncertainties in the simulations, in spite of the fact
that more ad hoc methods may provide the potential to tune the
results to better approximate some specific experimental data.
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We are at present implementing a “laser package” to account for
laser energy deposition in a self-consistent way within a single
simulation. In our work to date, however, we have used a two-
dimensional, Lagrangian, radiation hydrodynamic code named
Hyades [73] to evaluate the laser energy deposition and the
behavior of the experimental system until the end of the laser pulse
at 1.1 ns. At that time, we have mapped the Hyades output onto the
Eulerian grid of CRASH and have run the evolution of the system
out to the observation times of various experiments (up to 26 ns).
The CRASH code is run in 2Dwith a reflecting boundary on the tube
axis and outflow boundary conditions at other boundaries.

Fig. 7 shows a representative output of our current simulations.
This simulation was run in 2D with an effective resolution of
4800 � 480 using two levels of mesh refinement, 30 radiation
groups from 0.1 eV to 20 keV, and all the physics discussed above
save for the laser package. The coloring of the upper left plot shows
the material identity while the black lines show the locations
where the mesh is dynamically refined, which are near material
interfaces and the shock. Thematerials present on axis are Be (blue)
and Xe (black). The wall includes gold (yellow), acrylic (red), and
polyimide (green). One can see in the density plot (upper right) that
the polyimide portion of the wall is thin; in the simulation the
region outside this wall is modeled as polyimide at low density. In
the density plot one can see the dense Xe in the primary shock and
the wall shock ahead of the primary shock. One can also see the
entrained Xe extending near the radial wall. In the density and
other variables, one can see shocked Xematerial clustering near the
axis and protruding beyond the average position of the primary
shock; we comment on this further below.

In the X velocity plot, one can see that at this time the highest
velocity fluid is in the material near the shock and that the very
highest velocity is in the protrusion near the axis. The Y velocity
Fig. 7. Output at 13 ns of CRASH for the radiative shock experiment described in Section 2. Ea
providing the scale. All plots are functions of axial distance (X) and radial distance (R) as in
shows that material having the highest outward velocity is flowing
outward along the shock away from the axis while at smaller radii
there is some material flowing toward the axis. All the radial
velocities are small compared to the fastest axial velocity, as one
expects. Both the electron and ion temperature show the localized
temperature spike in the cooling layer just behind the shock front,
discussed in Section 2. Note that the scales are different. They allow
one to see that the FWHM of the ion temperature spike is smaller
than that of the electron temperature spike, as one expects. The
quantity shown as radiation temperature is based on the total
radiation energy density obtained by integrating over the energy
groups. Because the cooling layer is optically thin there is no spike
in the radiation temperature. This temperature decreases upstream
of the shock because of the loss of radiative energy into the walls,
causing the ablation that creates the wall shock.

In the pressure plot at the lower right, one can likewise see the
layer of high pressure at the primary shock and the much lower
pressure associated with the wall shock. When one examines the
evolution of the system in time, one finds that during the first few
ns, the expansion of the wall material drives a radially inward
pressure pulse. This pressure pushes Be material to the axis,
creating a pressure spike there that is connected with the emer-
gence of material through the primary shock front near the axis. In
the experimental data at this time (13 ns) there is no sign of
a concentration of material near the axis or of any material
protruding through the primary shock. This protrusion has been an
enduring feature to date of simulations using CRASH initialized by
Hyades, but has never yet been observed in the physical data.
Extensive tests showed that numerical causes did not produce this
effect and that it does not change significantly in three dimensional
simulations. By modifying material properties such as the plastic
opacity one can eliminate it, but this typically also eliminates the
ch plot shows a color map of the quantity designated above the plot, with the color bar
dicated, with distances given in microns.



Fig. 8. CRASH simulations of potential x-ray-driven experiments at Omega (170 eV)
and NIF (300 eV). (a) and (b) show density and electron temperature for a 170 eV x-ray
drive on a 30 mm Be disk, at 13 ns. (c) and (d) show density and electron temperature
for a 300 eV x-ray drive on a 55 mm Be disk, at 5 ns. Both simulations had 1200 � 120
resolution. All plots are functions of axial distance (X) and radial distance (R) as
indicated, with distances given in mm.
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wall shock. It remains unclear at the present writing whether this
difference between code and data is due to the conditions estab-
lished by Hyades or to insufficient fidelity in CRASH. Both codes use
multigroup diffusion radiation transport, which will tend to deposit
too much energy in the wall. Comparison with results using the
CRASH laser package will better illuminate the origins of this
difference. In addition, note that in the radiograph of Fig. 3 at 26 ns,
one does see a concentration of shocked Xe near the axis. This
suggests that an impulse directed toward the axismay be present in
the experiment, even if much weaker than predicted by the
simulations.

An alternative use of CRASH, that does not require input from
any other code, is to model systems driven by thermal x-rays. One
can find conditions that produce a primary shock and a wall shock
without producing material that protrudes through the primary
shock through the axis. One can even do this in a way that places
the primary shock at the location where it is observed in the
experiments, although this proves to delicately depend on the
details. The first two panels in Fig. 8 show the density and electron
temperature for this case. One can see the thin, hot, cooling layer in
the electron temperature, the primary shock in the density, and the
wall shocks in both panels. The characteristic shock velocity for this
case is w150 km/s. The overall morphology seen is very similar to
that shown in the laser-driven experiments of Fig. 3. One can also
model systems with much larger shock velocities, as might be
obtained on NIF. This case is shown in the bottom two panels of
Fig. 8. The characteristic shock velocity for this case is w300 km/s.
Here the wall shocks have converged on the axis, leading to a jet of
Be and Xe that protrudes ahead of them.

The CRASH code has also proven useful in modeling potential
new experiments designed to produce radiative reverse shocks, by
causing a sufficiently fast flowing plasma to impact a solid surface.
Issues include what diameter to make the shock tube and what
radial structures will work best near the location of impact. We
used CRASH to model this system, arriving at a design that worked
well.

7. Conclusions

In the present paper we have discussed aspects of radiative
shocks in shock tubes. Simple estimates of this dynamics reveal
many of the properties found by more complex theories and
simulations, including the creation of an optically thin cooling layer,
of a dense shell of shocked material, and of secondary shocks from
the tube wall ahead of the primary shock. In these systems, the
kinetic energy entering the shock front provides the energy source
for the behavior of the shock. However, blackbody radiation at the
immediate postshock temperature would severely violate energy
balance, and in response to this the system forms a cooling layer, of
very small optical depth, through which the shocked matter cools
to a viable final state by radiating a significant fraction of the
incoming energy. A simple analysis of these dynamics and the
energy balance establishes factor-of-two estimates of the final
temperature and maximum compression.

At a next level of detail, theoretical models of the one-dimen-
sional behavior reveal more clearly how aspects of the system are
connected. Examination of the fluid equations shows that the fluid
can access only unique states in which all of density, velocity,
temperature, pressure, and radiation flux are determined. A
consequence is that radiation transport cannot independently
control any of these variables. For example, different models of
radiation transport cannot change the density and temperature
values that correspond to some specific net radiation flux. A closer
examination of the radiation transport finds a remarkable property
of these shocks, which is that an Eddington diffusion model with
fixed Eddington factor cannot correctly model the radiation trans-
port, because the relation between the pressure gradient and the
gradient of mean radiation intensity changes sign within the
cooling layer while the radiation flux does not change sign. Fortu-
nately for simulations, the errors introduced in the present context
because of this are small.

The radiation from the primary shock ablates the shock-tube
wall ahead of it, causing expansion of the wall material that drives
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a wall shock into the Xe gas in the tube. This wall shock interacts in
turn with the primary shock, creating a deflected shock and a slip-
stream interface that divides shocked Xe having different proper-
ties. The angles among these shocks can serve as a diagnostic of
some local plasma parameters. In addition, the Xe shocked by the
wall shock ends up moving more slowly than the Xe that first
strikes the primary shock, creating an entrained shell of Xe behind
the primary shock.

We have simulated our base experimental system using an
implementation of our code, designated CRASH, that solves
conservation equations in which the hydrodynamics is treated
explicitly while the radiation and electron heat conduction are
treated implicitly. These simulations reproduce the qualitative
details of the system anticipated from the fundamental analysis
and provide an evaluation for the structure of the cooling layer, the
structure of the radiatively heated precursor ahead of the primary
shock, and the detailed behavior of the walls that cannot be
obtained from simple estimates. The simulations produce effects
near the axis of the shock tube that are not observed in the
experiments; their origin remains under exploration.

In future work, we intend to extend this type of experimental
system to work with structures that are inherently three dimen-
sional, such as elliptical shock tubes. This will create a more
complex interplay of radiation and hydrodynamics andwill provide
demanding tests of three dimensional radiation hydrodynamic
simulations. We also intend to continue the work with radiative
reverse shocks mentioned briefly above. Beyond that, it would be of
particular interest to develop an experimental system in which the
inherent errors in typical Eddington diffusion models of optically
thin hot or cool layers had substantial consequences.
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